POWERROLL A-SERIES
(CABLE)
Our popular air operated A-Series reel pusher is the most reliable, dependable and
compact reel pusher available for the cable industry. The A-Series is rated to push
up to 32,500 pounds at a variety of speeds, but most importantly, designed to
operate easily with high load applications and heavy duty cycle capability
with no rest periods. The A-Series is more heavy duty, requires less
maintenance, and is easier to operate than our competitor’s models.

Why choose the PowerRoll A-Series:
The A-Series features a heavy duty, welded main chassis that
is in a true box layout. It is reinforced and chrome plated for
increased strength and integrity as compared to the traditional
bolted together design of our competitors. Plus, the A-Series
features much larger rear wheels for increased maneuverability
for the operator versus the smaller diameter wheels.

The A-Series features our patented Direct Drive System. The Direct Drive
System encloses and protects the entire motor and gearbox system within
the large drive roller. The Direct Drive System improves reliability, durability,
and dramatically reduces maintenance costs over conventional chain and
sprocket drive systems.

The A-Series can be equipped with two diﬀerent handle configurations;
Center, and Swivel/Pivot. The Swivel/Pivot configuration enables the
handle to swivel from left to right in order to separate reels and to pivot
forward and backward. This allows for the operator to “pull” a cable
reel, and not just push. The Swivel/Pivot handle greatly increases the
machine’s ergonomics and practical use for the operator versus a simple
straight or center handle.
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Configurable to Suit Each Application
Three gearing options (hi-speed ... hi-torque).
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Three handle versions (SP, CF).

Call us today for a FREE DEMO!
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